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Premium Hook & Loop
Straps - Yellow (1 piece)

$0.29

Product Images

Short Description
Hook and Loop Tie Wraps are a great choice for countless applications with their simplicity, versatility and
low-cost. They can be used in new building construction, network installations, home theaters, in the office,
computer mods, or any bundling project. Our Hook and Loop Ties are highly recommended for securing fiber
optic cables; they are adjustable and dont pinch. Hook and Loop Wraps are not only designed for cables and
can be used to secure virtually anything. A wide selection of colors and lengths ensures trouble-free color
coding and quick identification. Hook and Loop Cable Tie Wraps can be replaced and readjusted in almost no
time and require no tools. Our 7 3/4" Inch Hook and Loop Cable Tie Wraps have a minimum shear strength of
10 lbs. and minimum peel strength of .38 lbs.
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Description
Hook and Loop Tie Wraps are a great choice for countless applications with their simplicity, versatility and
low-cost. They can be used in new building construction, network installations, home theaters, in the office,
computer mods, or any bundling project. Our Hook and Loop Ties are highly recommended for securing fiber
optic cables; they are adjustable and doN't pinch. Hook and Loop Wraps are not only designed for cables and
can be used to secure virtually anything. A wide selection of colors and lengths ensures trouble-free color
coding and quick identification. Hook and Loop Cable Tie Wraps can be replaced and readjusted in almost no
time and require no tools. Our 7 3/4" Inch Hook and Loop Cable Tie Wraps have a minimum shear strength of
10 lbs. and minimum peel strength of .38 lbs.
Definitely Super Valuable - Made from fabric material with hook & loop attachments, these cable straps
are both reusable and durable. Each pack includes 50 pieces cable organizer..
Flexibility & Versatility - Each wire ties is 6 in length and 0.7 inches in width. Include an eye hole in the
tail allowing the tie to be attached to a cable or hung from a hook. Multiple ties can be attached
together to form one longer tie.
Simple to Use - Organizing cable hooks couldn't be easier. It is much better than plastic cord organizer
ties and you do not need to trim it. Gather them together, wrap the durable cord ties around them
tightly. The reusable cable ties opens and closes easily and quickly so you can add or remove cables.
Multi Purpose - Cord management can be used to tie up speaker cables, guitar cables, TV cables,
microphone mic, computer cables, and much more. Wire management or mask straps for back of head
is ideal for keeping all kinds of pc/computer cable management well organized and tidy in place.

Features
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Additional Information
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SKU

HOOKLOOP-1-YL

Weight

0.0100

Color

Yellow

Wire Management Type

Velcro Straps

Material

Velcro

Size

3/4"

Length

7"
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